


Pre-Retreat 

[    ]  Visit our Partner website (www.unitedadoration.com/partners) to download logos, PR 

        materials, and to find the links you’ll need run the retreat


[    ]  With the help of a UA senior leader, find a cost structure that fits hospitality needs


[    ]  Invite people to register for the retreat by reaching out to people in your home church, 

        other local churches, colleges, etc…


[    ]  Download a one of UA’s pre-created liturgy packet (or create one) to use as a launching 

        pad for creativity during the retreat


[    ]  Create a schedule for the retreat using one of UA’s basic templates that fits your 

        timeframe and other needs


[    ]  Email each retreat attendee the same day they register online for the retreat with a 

        welcome and any retreat/accommodation details


[    ]  Email the attendees a week before your retreat begins with the schedule, retreat details 

        reminder, and a short introduction to you, the retreat leader


During the Retreat 

[    ]  Take pictures and/or videos throughout the retreat (or have someone help you)


[    ]  Collect written, audio, or video testimonies from the retreat


[    ]  Take one picture of all the retreat attendees together that can be used on the United 

        Adoration Website for promos, emails, blogs


[    ]  During the final Song Share, make scratch recordings of in-process and completed songs 

        to share with attendees


Post-Retreat 

[    ]  Upload retreat pictures and retreat recordings into the shared Dropbox folder


[    ]  Write a follow-up email within a week to attendees with a link to the scratch songs written 

        at the retreat, and to encourage them to work on completing any songs still in-process


[    ]  Fill out the online post-retreat form


[    ]  Write a follow-up blog about one powerful aspect from the retreat; either a story of 

        healing, unity, creativity, collaboration.


[    ]  Send the blog, main retreat picture, and testimonies to the UA leadership team

Retreat Leader Checklist
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